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Abstract—This paper presents a digitally-controlled paralleled DC-DC converter. The main objective of the digital control is to achieve
load sharing while operating at close to peak efficiency over an extremely wide load range. Results from computer simulations using
Simulink show the digital control could indeed accomplish the objectives, but the improvements over a single converter depend on the
original efficiency characteristics of the converters. An application for a high-power electric vehicle charger utilizing this converter setup
is considered.

I. I NTRODUCTION
There exist several advantages to parallel-connected DC-DC converters, including increased reliability, decreased stress on
critical components, improved efficiency, and more flexibility [1,2]. In distributed power systems, parallel-connected
converters have been in use for many years [2]. In the emerging market of electric vehicles, there arises the need for highpower chargers which are reliable, cost effective, and very efficient [3]. These chargers most often use a constant-current
constant-voltage charging scheme, in which the current is first very high, and by the end of the charge it is much lower [4].
Because of this, a charger with high efficiency across a wide load range meets the need of today's advanced systems. It is
widely known that paralleling converters when carefully designed may accommodate the load sharing capability required by
the high current applications. However, a conventional controller which incorporates load sharing at any load level suffers the
drawback of poor converter’s efficiency especially at low output current. Hence, a more advanced or smarter controller will
be needed to manage the number of converters in parallel required based on the load current which in turn will keep the
efficiency of the converter relatively high.
In this paper, a digital controller that senses and determines the number of paralleled converters per given load current will
be discussed. The controller model using Simulink was developed and explained in this paper which provides a tool for
investigating the effectiveness of paralleled DC-DC converters, and allows easy development of a digital control scheme. One
simple control scheme is simulated, and compared to a control case of a single converter. Finally, paralleled converters are
considered for use in high-power electric vehicle chargers.
II. SIMULINK MODEL DEVELOPMENT
In papers such as [5] and [6], mathematical models are developed for building a Simulink model of a DC-DC converter.
The approach taken in this paper is somewhat different. Instead of modeling the converter directly, a model is developed
using only efficiency characteristics of a given DC-DC converter. This way, the model can be applied to any converter
topology and to any number of different converters within a single topology. The converter is modeled as an efficiency
lookup table, with inputs of load current and a control signal to enable or disable each converter. The outputs of the converter
are input and output power as well as efficiency. Fig. 1 shows this model with inputs and outputs labeled. An accompanying
MATLAB file can be modified to update the lookup table values, as well as the Vo value.

Figure 1. DC-DC converter efficiency model.

Figure 2. Complete parallel-connected DC-DC converter Simulink model.

The efficiency model was then integrated into a parallel-connected DC-DC converter setup, as shown in Fig. 2. In this
complete model, total combined output current is divided by the number of active converters (discussed in more detail in the
controller section below). This divided output current then feeds into the individual efficiency blocks to determine the
efficiency of the system. At the output of the efficiency model blocks, the input and output powers are summed and then
divided to give a total efficiency for the complete system. Any converter not enabled does not contribute to these total
powers. A control case efficiency model is also fed by the total output current, and provides a comparison between the
paralleled system and an equivalent stand-alone converter. The main controller block shown in Figure 2 runs a MATLAB
function during runtime which acts as the digital controller of the system. This controller has the ability to enable or disable
individual converters.
III. CONTROLLER
The controller in this model is implemented via a MATLAB function and included in the model shown in Fig. 2. The
present controller is fairly rudimentary, and was written to show the general functionality of the system as a whole. In future
work, a much more sophisticated controller will be developed.
To test the validity of the model, example efficiency and load limit values were loaded into the controller. The controller
functions by first looking at a table of efficiencies at various loads, and finding the peak efficiency and the corresponding load
current. This load current (Imax) becomes the current limit at which DC-DC converters are enable or disabled, depending on the
total load. As an example, if there are a total of four parallel converters, then the total allowable load current is 4I max. With four
converters, there are four switch points. If the total load current is below Imax, then only one converter is enabled. If the current
is between Imax and 2Imax, then two converters are brought online, and so on.
This control scheme does not employ a master-slave type configuration as discussed in [7] and [8], but rather allows any
converter to be enabled individually while the others are disabled. This will allow future development advantages such as
thermal stress management. This means that future digital control schemes will look at converter temperature, and depending
on the number of parallel converters enabled, will dynamically swap out converters that are running hot (due to long run times
or environmental conditions). This adds an added level of control and robustness to the parallel-connected system.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using the controller and Simulink model discussed above, some simulations were performed to verify the improved
efficiency of the parallel-connected DC-DC converter over the single converter. For the converter efficiency characteristics, an
example curve was obtained from a Texas Instruments synchronous Buck battery charge-controller chip, the bq24620 [9]. Fig.
3 shows the sample efficiency curve used in the simulation. Similarly, the curve was modified for the case of the single
converter. In this instance, the same efficiency values were used but the load currents were multiplied by 4 (to give a range of
0A to 32A). Also, an output voltage of 48 volts was chosen to give the total system a power rating of 1.54 kW (each individual
converter then was 384 W). For the output current, a ramp function was chosen with an initial value of 0A and a final value of
32A.
Using these parameters, the simulation was run and efficiency plots were generated. Also, the number of enabled converters
was captured. Fig. 4, the efficiency for the parallel-connected converter is shown along with the control case of the single
converter. Here it can be observed that for loads over 28% full load, the converters have the same efficiency. Below 28% load,
the parallel-connected converter maintains a high efficiency, all the way down to below 4% load. With a more sophisticated
control algorithm, this low-end efficiency could be brought up even more. Also with a more sophisticated control algorithm,
the jagged low-end efficiency could be smoothed out. This test was also performed using efficiency data from a converter with
a flatter efficiency cure to start with. In this case, the paralleled-converter did not perform as desirably, and did not show the
low-end gains.

Fig. 5 shows the input load current and the number of enabled converters for the simulation. As described earlier, the
load current ramps up from 0A to 32A. The number of enabled converters increases as expected as the load current
increases. As the load current passes integer multiples of Imax, successive parallel converters are enabled, up to the maximum
(four in this case).

A second simulation was performed using the efficiency characteristics shown in Fig. 6. This efficiency curve does not
sag off at higher loads, but decreases more at lower loads. Fig. 7 shows the results of the second simulation using the
efficiency characteristics of Fig. 6. In this case, the efficiency at 8% full load shows a 12% improvement of the parallelconnected converter over the single converter. The parallel-connected converter maintains a minimum efficiency of 94%
from 8% full load to 100% full load. Finally, a third simulation was performed using a converter with a flatter efficiency
curve, shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the resulting efficiency curves and number of enabled converters. In this case
there is not as much of a percentage in efficiency gain at the low-end load as compared to the second simulation, but never-theless some gains are made.
Finally, a third simulation was performed using a converter with a flatter efficiency curve, shown in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11 show the resulting efficiency curves and number of enabled converters. In this case there is not as much of a
percentage in efficiency gain at the low-end load as compared to the second simulation, but never-theless some gains are
made.
V. APPLICATION EXAMPLE
One application that would appear to benefit from such a load sharing scheme is the fast-growing technology of high-power
battery chargers for electric vehicles. As previously discussed, these chargers have a wide load requirement and need to be
efficient over that load range. A parallel-connected DC-DC converter topology such as the one presented in this paper would
serve this purpose, also allowing for smaller, cheaper power components, and providing peak efficiency for the majority of the
charge. In [10] and [11] the constant-current constant-voltage (CCCV) charge algorithm is discussed, and the tapering current
requirement as the battery charges leads to decreasing efficiency in the standard converter. Further development and
simulations will take place to further prove this proposed application of parallel-connected DC-DC converters.
VI. FUTUREEXAMPLE
To improve the advantages of the parallel-connected converter, a more sophisticated control algorithm must be developed.
Work on a fuzzy logic controller was begun, but such a controller can become overly complicated as the number of converters
increases. As previously mentioned, converter temperature must be integrated into the control scheme to help improve
performance and increase robustness. A hardware implementation of the proposed parallel-connected DC-DC converter is the
next step, after further simulation. In the hardware implementation, a load share manager must also be considered, along with
the digital controller, to manage the even current distribution between enabled converters. One such controller is Texas
Instruments' UCC39002 [12]. For the digital controller, Microchip's dsPIC33F "GS" series provides any of the features
needed to implement this design.
V.CONCLUSION
Through the development of an efficiency-based model of parallel-connected DC-DC converters, it was shown that low-end
efficiency can be improved over a conventional single converter. This model was developed to work as any converter topology,
and to allow for easy testing of digital control algorithms. Additionally, the model can easily be modified to represent any
specific converter design, based on the efficiency characteristics entered. The simulation results showed that even with a simple
control algorithm, close to peak efficiency can be maintained down to 4% of full load.
An application for parallel-connected DC-DC converters was suggested. This application is in the field of electric vehicle
high-power battery chargers. Further work will be done to simulate and build such a system, and tests will be carried out to
compare this system with a conventional single converter.
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